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The following theorem is proved. If a locally convex space, quasi-complete 
for Mackey topology, has D-P (Dunford-Pettis) property then it has strict D-P 
property. Conversely, if (E’, o(E’, E)) h as a a-compact dense subset and E has 
strict D-P property, then it has D-P property. Also it is proved that (C,(X), 9) 
where .F = PO, ,8, or fll , has strict D-P property and (C,(X), /$s,) has D-P 
property; if X contains a o-compact dense subset then (C,,(X), 8) and (C,(X), ,$) 
have D-P property. 
In this paper, E denotes a Hausdorff locally convex over K, the field of real 
or complex numbers. E is said to have D-P (resp. strict D-P) property if for any 
Banach space F and every linear continuous mapping T: E + F for which T(B) 
is weakly relatively compact in F for any bounded set B C E, T(C) is relatively 
compact (resp. (T(x,)} is C auchy) in F for any absolutely convex weakly compact 
subset C (resp. weak Cauchy sequence {x~}) in E [2, Definitions 1 and 21. In [8], 
it is proved, among other things, that for a Banach space E the properties D-P 
and strict D-P are equivalent. We prove some relations between the properties 
for a wider class of locally convex spaces. Also we prove that some spaces have 
D-P and strict D-P properties. 
For locally convex spaces, we use the terminology of [6]. N will denote the 
set of natural numbers. For a completely regular Hausdorff space X, C,(X) 
denotes the set of all continuous bounded scalar-valued functions on X, 8, all 
Baire subsets of X, i.e., the elements of the u-algebra generated by zero sets, that 
is, sets of the forms f--l{O}, f~ C,(X), PI(X) (resp. ,8(X)) all bounded, scalar- 
valued Baire (resp. Borel) measurable functions on X, and A&,(X) all bounded 
scalar-valued Baire measures on X, and M,(X) and Mt(X) the T-smooth and 
tight elements of A&(X) ([9]). The real-valued elements of &(X) and M,(X) 
we denote by 3?‘e(/31(X)) and Z?e(MJX)), respectively. With norm topology on 
MAX) - P E n/r,(X), II EL II = I P I (X) = SUP0 &)I: g E GJv>, II g II < 11 - 
PI(X) C (M,(X), /I . II)‘, and the mapping p --+ real part If p = S&M,(X) -+ 
M,(X)) is continuous. &Y(/ll(X)) is a u-complete vector lattice and S?L’(&&(X)) C 
(g/(&(X))“’ (notation of [l]). 
On C,(X) there are three topologies, the so-called strict topologies, which are 
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denoted by /?a , p, PI (these topologies are discussed in [7] for real-valued 
continuous functions on X but they extend naturally to the scalar-valued case), 
and have the properties that (C,(X), PI) = M,(X), (C,(X), /3)’ = Jir,(X), and 
(C,(X), PO) = AI,(X). Though these topologies are weaker than sup norm 
topology on C,(X), the bounded sets relative to each of the topologies are also 
norm-bounded [7]. 
First we establish some relations between the D-P and the strict D-P pro- 
perties. 
THEOREM 1. If E is quasi-complete for the Lackey topology and has the 
D-P property then it has the strict D-P property. Conversely, if E’, the topological 
dual of E, has a u-compact dense subset in the u(E’, E)-topology (e.g., if E is metri- 
zable or (E’, a(E’, E)) is separable, this will be the case) and has the strict D-P 
property then it has the D-Pproperty. 
Proof. Suppose E is quasi-complete for the Mackey topology and has the 
property D-P. Take a Banach space F and let T: E-+F be a linear continuous 
operator such that T(B) is relatively weakly compact in F for every bounded 
subset B of E. This means for any relatively weakly compact set C C E, T(C) 
is relatively compact in F (we are using here that E is quasi-complete for the 
Mackey topology [6, Theorem 11.4, p. 1891. Take a weak Cauchy sequence {xn} 
in E and suppose {T(x,)} is not Cauchy in F. This means there exist sequence 
{PW> and {q(n)1 in N an d some 77 > 0 such that p(l) < q(1) <p(2) < q(2) ... 
and II WM - ~,dll > n, vnn. 
Since the sequence {xptn) - x~(~)} converges weakly to 0 in E, T(x~,(~J - xricn)) 
converges weakly to 0 in F. Now the set A = {xDtn) - xutn): n E Sj u (0) is 
weakly compact in E and so T(A) is relatively compact in F. From this it follows 
that T(x,(,) - xptn)) -+ 0 in F, which is a contradiction. This proves E has the 
strict D-P property. 
Conversely, suppose (E’, o(E’, E)) has a u-compact dense subset and E has the 
strict D-P property. Let F be a Banach space and T: E-+F a continuous linear 
operator such that T(B) is relatively weakly compact for any bounded set 
B C E. Let C be an absolutely convex weakly compact subset of E. Take any 
sequence {x~} C C. By [ll, Chap. V, Sect. 3.1, Corollary 2, p. 2761 there exists a 
weakly converging subsequence {x~(~)}; assume x,(,) -f-y. This means 
T(x,+)) + T(y) strongly in F. This proves T(C) is compact in F. This proves 
E has the D-P property. 
We need the following lemma for the next theorem. 
LEMMA 2. If {fn} is a uniformly bounded sequence in &(X) such that f,, + 0 
pointwise, then foF any relatively weakly compact subset B of (M,(X), 11 . I\), 
fn --f 0 uniformly on B. 
Proof. Let g, = w/(j,) and B, = W/(B). Then g, orderconverges to 0 
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in @r(X) and B, is relatively weakly compact in %V(M,(X)). Denoting 
E = %?‘e@,(X)), we see that B, is relatively u(Euc, E) compact and so g, -+ 0 
uniformly on B, [l, Theorem 2.8, p. 1871. Taking the imaginary parts of {f,J 
and B we get similar results for the imaginary parts and the lemma then follows. 
THEOREM 3. (C,(X), 9) where g = /I,, , & , OY /3 possesses strict D-P 
property. Also (C,(X), PO) possesses D-P; if X has a o-compact dense subset, then 
(C,(X), /3) and (C,(X), /II) possess D-P property. 
Proof. Suppose {gn> be a weak Cauchy sequence in (C,(X), 9). This means 
{gn} is uniformly bounded and {gn(x)} is Cauchy, Vx E X. The dual of (C,(X), 9) 
with strong topology is a subspace of (nil,(X), Ij 11). Let A C (M,(X), /j . 11) be 
relatively weakly compact and assume that {gnj is not uniformly Cauchy on A. 
This means there exist two strictly increasing sequences {p(n)}, {n(n)} in N 
and a sequence {& CA such that 1 pn(gPcIE) - g,(,))l > 7, Vn, for some 71 > 0. 
Taking f, = gDtn) - g,(,) we see that {fn> is a uniformly bounded sequence and 
f%(x) + 0, Vx E X. By Lemma 2, p(f,J ---f 0 uniformly for p E A. This contra- 
diction proves that (C,(X), 9) has the strict D-P property. Let A be a relatively 
weakly compact subset of M$(X) C (MO(X), I/ .il). Denoting by ;r?- the Stone- 
C&h compactification of X, every ,u E (Mt(X’) can be considered as an element of 
(Cd-n II . II)’ = mn II . II)’ ( note if CL E W(X), then A9 = dg IX), Vg E C(z) 
makes p an element of (C(X), Ij . II)‘). Also M,(X) is norm-closed in (C,(X), I] . 11)’ 
= (C(Jf+‘>> II . II)’ an so is weakly closed. Since A can also be considered as a d 
relatively weakly compact subset of Banach space (C(X), Ij . II)‘, I A [ is relatively 
weakly compact ([3], 5.3, p. 271) in (C(X), /I . II)‘. Using the fact that M,(X) 
is weakly closed in (C(X), 11 . /I)‘, this p roves that 1 A 1 is weakly compact in 
(M,(X), j] . 11). Thus the weak closure Y, of / A I in (M,(X), 11 11) is compact. For 
any compact subset K of X, the mapping vK: Y--t R, F~(K(CL) = p(K), is continu- 
ous and pointwise vK t v, I&) = p(X). S ince 97 is also continuous, by Dini’s 
theorem the convergence is uniform. This means there exists a u-compact subset 
X0 C X such that 1 p 1 (X\X,,) = 0, V,u E A. Let B be a relatively weakly compact 
subset of (C,(X), PO). It follows that B is uniformly bounded. Let fu -+ 0 weakly 
in (C,(X), &), (fa}oial C B. If fw 7~tO uniformly on A, by taking subnets if 
necessary, there exists {CL,} CA such that 1 ya(fJj > 7, > 0, for some 7 > 0 and 
Vet. By [5] there exists a sequence {a(n)} CI such that, on X,, , facn) -+ 0 and so 
1 ~~(~,(f~(~))l > 7, Vn. By Lemma 2 this is a contradiction. This proves 
(C,(X), Is,) has the D-P property. If X has a u-compact dense subset let {Kn} be 
increasing of compact subsets of X whose union lJKn is dense in X. Denoting 
by S, the closed unit ball of (C(K,), /I . II)‘, we get for any p E S, , p E MT(X) 
defined by B(f) = ~(f lK,) (if a net f,, 4 0 in C,(X) then f, 4 0 uniformly on K, 
and so t% E M,(X) [9]). Putting 3, = {p E MO(X), p E S,} and taking a net 
{i&J in 3, , we get a subnet {&is) such that p8--+ p E S, (note S, is compact in 
weak*-topology), i.e., am -+ p(f), V’E C(K,). This implies &(g) + p(g), 
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Vg E C,(X) and so s, is compact in (A&(X), (s(k&(X), C,(X)). The vector 
subspace UE,n=l ms, is dense in (M,,(X), o(M,,(X), C,(X))) and (M,(X), 
0(&f,(X), C,(X)), since if fE C,(X) and f = 0 on uz,n=l mS, then f = 0 on 
u,“=, K, (note S, contains point measures Ed , x E K,) and so f = 0. The result 
now follows from Theorem 1. 
Remark. What we have proved is more than the D-P or the strict D-P 
property since we are not assuming A to be equicontinuous on (C,(X), F) 
[2, pp. 135-1371. 
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